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FOREWORD
This is a compilation of articles as seen on our blog called Simulizi, created as part of
APN’s knowledge production project. They are written by women across the African
continent, that were identified through the Women Writing Program organized by
APN in collaboration with AWDF. The pieces of writing cover varying topics all under
the umbrella theme of African Philanthropy. Each writer offers a fresh perspective
rooted in their respective geographical and social backgrounds, altogether making for
a diverse and eye-opening reading experience as well as an accurate glimpse at our
promising blog, Simulizi.
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EVERYONE CAN BE A PHILANTHROPIST.
By Jacqueline Asiimwe

I

n mid-2019, CivSource Africa, took to the streets of Kampala to have a conversation.
CivSource is passionate about telling stories of giving and catalyzing conversations on
philanthropy. As we took to the streets, we were curious to find out whether people knew the
term philanthropy, whether they could name a philanthropist and whether they considered
themselves philanthropists.
Several people stumbled over the word. ‘Phila what?’, they would ask us, with quizzical looks
of their faces. When we would explain the word and ask them for examples of philanthropists,
they almost always mentioned the ‘usual suspects’ - ie often white, Western, rich men. Most
people we randomly interviewed had either given or been recipients of generosity from others.
However, they did not equate their acts of giving to philanthropy. In fact, one person even
asked us if there are any philanthropists in Uganda.
What we quickly realized was that philanthropy though a foreign word, is not a foreign concept.
The African embodiment of our giving spirit and generosity is Ubuntu. We had to learn how to
break down the word philanthropy and hold it back up to the people, like a mirror, so that they



could see themselves, see their image as generous people, and thus count what they give as
important.
Philanthropy, which is a Greek word meaning ‘love of humanity’, at some point became
conflated with and confused as the preserve of people with a lot of money. Thus, people with
less means and less money, do not see their acts of love of humanity as philanthropy. Secondly, most philanthropy that gets counted and celebrated globally, is usually that which flows from
‘the West to the rest’ - from Western Capitals, to lower income countries around the world.
When that kind of giving was gloried, it pitted it against non-monetary forms of giving. No
wonder then, people think if they don’t have money they aren’t doing actors of philanthropy.
As the COVID-19 pandemic swept across the world and as governments everywhere implemented lockdown measures, we started to hear about and notice the giving that was happening. In Uganda, reading of a list of givers to the COVID-19 effort, became a common feature of
our President’s addresses to the nation. At CivSource, we made the decision to document and
tell the stories of this giving. We documented stories of corporate giving, giving from high
net-worth individuals as well as stories of everyday people, standing in solidarity with their
fellow Ugandans.
The stories ranged from the kindness of a nurse, who helped push a patient to a hospital in a
wheelchair, when there were movement restrictions under lock down. We shared the story
of a 16-year-old girl who gave 50,000 UGX (the equivalent of 15 USD), to the COVID-19 task
force of her district. She specifically wanted her money to buy fuel to enable pregnant mothers
to be driven to hospital. In another story, a young boy sold a few of his rabbits that he keeps
as part of an income generating project. He availed this money to his District COVID-19 Task
Force. In yet another story, a group of young people helped fetch water for the elders in their
community. Since hand washing was a key message for COVID-19, the youth wanted to
ensure the elderly had water. And the stories go on and on!
We compiled a first volume of ‘Generosity in the Time of COVID-19’ and it is available on our
website (https://www.civsourceafrica.com). The second volume will come out any day soon.
In compiling these stories, we made sure to showcase the broad spectrum of giving of time,
talent, and treasure. We wanted to send the message that all giving counts. We documented
giving of huge sums of money, all the way to those who gave from the little they have. We
wanted to spread the message that all giving by all people counts.
Building and strengthening philanthropy across the African continent begins by recognizing
and naming the big and small ways that generosity happens all day every day. Building and
strengthening philanthropy across Africa begins by people noticing and naming themselves as
givers, realizing and embracing the fact that philanthropy is not an exclusive club. We can all
be philanthropists.
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LESSONS LEARNT FROM THE UNSUNG
(S)HEROES WEBINAR
By Karen Chalamilla

N

ational responses for the COVID-19 pandemic have not focused on those on the
margins of society; among which are girls and women. Given this fact, creating space
to express the gendered impacts of the pandemic and share some of the strategies
that have been adopted by grant-making organizations that center mitigating these impacts
are imperative.
The fact of the matter is that information on the pandemic as well as data on those affected
pandemic has not been readily available, which makes gender specific information on the
disproportional impacts on girls and women even more limited. This is not only concerning as
it gets is the way of current mitigation, but also poses a challenge for post-pandemic community building efforts. The panelists all seemed to echo that when we speak of protecting girls and
women, there needs to be a deliberate focus on their actual needs if we are to ensure they do
not go unnoticed during and after the pandemic.
Current responses such as lockdowns and other movement restrictions like curfews, although
deemed necessary have proven to have adverse effects on women. The stay-at-home


mandate as well as the closing of schools has seen most girls at a greater risk of domestic
violence as well as sexual assault in their homes. Ruth Meena from Women Fund Tanzania
Trust reported 100 and 194 schoolgirl pregnancies in the regions of Tunduru and Shinyanga
respectively. Also, 703 Gender Based Violence (GBV) have been so far reported across the
country (Tanzania).
Tariro Tandi of Urgent Action Fund-Africa reminds us that for most women, access to reproductive health services has become limited, thus making it harder for them to mitigate any of the
violence- sexual or otherwise- they might be subjected to. According to UN women it is also
important to remember that 89% of women’s employment across sub-Saharan Africa is
informal (vendors, domestic work, sex work) and requires mobility as well as social interaction,
which has been hindered by responses restricting movement. The gendered expectation for
girls to help with house chores have also rendered them as fulltime caretakers and homemakers, with little time to focus on their studies and other self-growth engagements.
The increase in surveillance in order to enforce the lockdown restrictions has made some
women more vulnerable by policing their movement. Human rights activists as well as women
who rely on fleeing for protection against violence of any kind have now been put at greater
risk. This is not exhaustive of the challenges that girls and women have been and will continue
to go through, but it does begin to give us an idea of the disproportion.
Perhaps the most important takeaways from the discussion for me were the approaches to
coming up with mitigation strategies. Firstly, the idea that even within the margins there
resides women who are further marginalized via intersecting identities. That any strategy that
claims to prioritize women needs to be inclusive of women in rural areas, gender non-conforming women, disabled women and LGBTQIA+ women. Secondly, that mitigating strategies need
to go beyond material needs if they are to be truly impactful.
Tariro Tandi talks about the need to consider healing through ensuring psychosocial support
services that address the emotional and mental trauma that many women will have endured
through the pandemic are available and accessible. Also, guaranteeing that girls and women’s
voices are genuinely heard so that their needs and demands are highlighted. And that they
may have agency in the kinds of mitigation strategies that work best for them, so that we do
not end up alienating the very people we claim to serve.
As Abigail Burgesson from Africa Women’s Fund reminded us, many of the issues that are set
to be tackled during and in the post-pandemic period are not necessarily new. The gendered
socio-economic effects mean that the struggle with resources mobilizing that many women
organizations are currently going through are enduring concerns. Now more than ever, as we
talk about how to best serve other women and each other, we have to be self-reliant. We are
being reminded to look inward for resources. This makes conversations such as this one, with
the sharing of crucial knowledge, tools and strategies particularly important.
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THE GROWTH OF LOCAL PHILANTHROPY
IN ZAMBIA
By Tarisai Jangara

P

hilanthropy is growing and gaining attention in Zambia as an important catalyst for
social change as evidenced by its essential role in supporting local community development. In general, there is optimism looking at the future of philanthropy in Zambia and a
genuine desire to continue to develop the best philanthropy practices by local organizations
such as the Zambian Governance Foundation (ZGF).
Working for ZGF, an organisation that promotes philanthropy in Zambia has given me an
opportunity to fully appreciate what it has taken and what it will take for local philanthropy to be
fully embedded in communities and the development sector. When we embarked on our local
philanthropy journey as an institution two years ago, the term local philanthropy was misunderstood. Research on local giving patterns in Zambia revealed what people considered as
philanthropy, which ranged from supporting the extended family to helping ordinary people in
the streets. However, two years down the line philanthropy has a much clearer definition in
relation to our local philanthropy work. According to Lucy Muyoyeta, ZGF Founder Member,
philanthropy is essentially about giving for a good cause. The type of giving can be in form of


money, time, skills or talent. “When we talk of local philanthropy in ZGF, we are talking
primarily about communities organizing themselves and utilizing community resources to
address their needs. The community efforts are necessarily complimented by resources
primarily raised from the wider Zambian community within the country and from those in
diaspora and other well-wishers. It follows therefore that anyone can be a philanthropist
irrespective of status or wealth,” she explains.
This is a practice that we have tested working with a local community in Namanongo village of
Rufunsa District. The experience has been enlightening given the opportunities and challenges
we experienced. We learnt that philanthropy is much more than just having a particular vision
as we had to push for unexpected changes, searching for local solutions on a small scale and
supporting community engagement in a variety of social issues. “After introducing the local
philanthropy concept to communities, it took a while for appreciation and trust to develop. So, it
is an approach that requires commitment and patience. It can be very labour intensive,
especially in the beginning” says Lucy.
In Zambia there is a conversation about philanthropic practices among those who believe that
philanthropy has an important role to play in addressing human challenges and strengthening
civil society. Lucy points to the coming together of like-minded organisations and individuals in
a network called Ngovu Ni Bantu meaning “Power is People,” whose purpose is to promote
local philanthropy and community driven development as a reflection of the growth of philanthropy in Zambia. Currently, it has a membership of 5 organisations and 2 individuals. More
have shown interest to join. ZGF has also been approached by some international NGOs
working in Zambia to make presentations to their staff on local philanthropy.
Though we have developed a good foundation for philanthropy in Zambia through support
from the Global Fund for Community Foundation (GFCF), African Philanthropy Network and
other philanthropy foundations, we still face a myriad of challenges and we have learnt some
lessons. Our Founder Member outlines them as follows:
Philanthropy is still a new concept in Zambia, understanding of it is not yet widespread. After
introducing it to communities, it takes a while for appreciation and trust to develop. It is an
approach that requires commitment and patience. In the beginning of working with the
community, it is very labour intensive because it is necessary to have constant engagement
with the community. This calls for continued and long term commitment.
Much of the development work in Zambia is donor driven and it goes with a good amount of
handovers. As such in general communities are not used to driving their own development and
contributing their own resources. There is expectation sometimes for communities to be told
what to do and how to develop and to receive handouts. Furthermore, communities often “do
not see” many of the resources in their community. The work therefore entails significant
change in mindsets.
Resource mobilisation for organisations such as ZGF and others who have opted for this
approach is a challenge, as many funders are still in the traditional donor-recipient mode and


do not understand the local philanthropy approach, but ZGF is slowly but steadily building a
resource base to facilitate this kind of work through social enterprise, service provision/consultancy work etc.

Lessons learnt:
Local philanthropy is already a reality as Zambians have a culture of giving. Zambians locally
and in diaspora give all the time to their families, former schools, churches etc. This has been
confirmed by two studies conducted by ZGF – ‘Zambia giving trends 2017: An overview of
Individual giving in Zambia’ and the 2019 ‘Report on Zambia Diaspora Philanthropy Study.’
That local communities are willing to work for their own development and contribute their own
resources rather than being dependent on “outsiders” or “donors” for handouts. There are
many resources within apparently poor communities that can be enhanced using an asset
based and community driven approach to development. We have seen this approach take
shape in our work with the community in Namanongo of Rufunsa District. What is required is
facilitation that enables people to recognize and utilize, their sometimes hidden assets and to
realize the power that lies within them to foster their own development.
Corporate sector giving is an important aspect of local philanthropy. Our experience shows
that more could be done in the area of corporate social responsibility (CSR) as past studies
commissioned by ZGF have shown that larger businesses in Zambia are increasingly aware
that investments in social causes and social good is good for business.
For philanthropy to flourish in Zambia, communities and development actors have to accept
that relying on aid for funding is not sustainable. Thus ZGF will continue to promote practices
and values that fully support the growth of local philanthropy. “Some organizations are in a
‘comfort zone’ from which they find difficult to depart from. They are used to raising funds
through a donor-recipient approach, some organisations are unable to change and consider
different ways of building a resource base. With sharing of information and showcas- ing the
approach practically e.g. field visits to Namanongo, we hope a good number can be convinced
about the necessity for change,” concludes Lucy.
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ISLAMIC WOMEN INFLUENCING THE
PHILANTHROPY NARRATIVE
By Karen Kilwake

E

very practicing Muslim is governed by the ‘Five Pillars of Islam’; Shahada (الشهادة) – the
) (صوم) – obligatory charity, Sawm (زكاة) – prayer, Zakat (صلاةdeclaration of faith, Salat
– fasting during the month of Ramadan ( )رمضانand Hajj ( – )حجpilgrimage to holy sites
in Mecca, Saudi Arabia.
Mrs. Zaria Adhiambo Omwayi is the byword of Islamic themes in acts of charity. She is the
co-founder & current Executive Director of Villa Teag Children’s Home in Dandora slums,
Nairobi. In 2003, Zaria together with her late professional comrade Raymond Mugabe Were
embarked on an ardent journey to provide residential care to close to 100 children. After the
tragic demise of Raymond in 2008, Zaria resolved to continue with the work despite the grief,
a rough transition, and a falling out of donors and partners acquired through the late
Raymond.
13 years later, Zaria has managed to beef up her philanthropic efforts and is supporting 55
more children (30 residential & 25 in the outreach program) by offering holistic care, quality
time & material needs. Contrary to popular belief, she is not a booming tycoon seeking to
‘clean blood money’ or simply looking to fulfill a religious obligation. Her genuine concern is
evident in her conduct and relentless sacrifice.
Like every great leader, Zaria works in a team. The management board of Villa Teag is made
up of 4 women (3 Muslim, 1 Christian). Her staff team is also a rich blend with Shamima
Omwayi heading the Administration & Finance department, 2 social workers, 2 cooks, 1


matron & 1 patron all on payroll. Her husband, Mr. Omar Omwayi together with their children
(Bruke, Shamir, Malika, Shamima, Shamila & Zena) have also served as a backbone to the
Villa Teag body through monetary giving, service & emotional support.
The backstory of the current permanent residence of Villa Teag is also through the generous
support of Hatice Sahin (best known as Khadija) who bought them the home. This is after
previously having the children hosted for 4 years at a donated home by Madam Alice. These
connections are not stand-alone occurrences. Hatice was a connect through the Kenya
Muslim Charitable Society.
Currently, the main financial muscle of the home is by Zaria & her family. Lift the Children is
also involved in giving a portion of the monthly monetary resource necessary for the upkeep of
the children. Other organizations that have supported this vision in-kind are Admin’s Group,
the Kenyan Government, Uchumi Supermarket & the Catholic Church in Dandora.
Typical to patriarchal mindsets in many African societies, Zaria says that she has faced sexist
& religious biases in relation to her work. “As a Muslim woman running my own organization, I
face a lot of discrimination. This is especially when I go to Islamic institutions to ask for help.
They always doubt my ability to own the organization.” In regards to adherence to the government regulations, Zaria continues to share that, “I have felt a lot of pressure from the government when it came to registration & maintaining the legal status of Villa Taeg. Select government officials felt like I was too inferior to run the organization and had questions that would
not have been raised if I was not a Muslim woman.”
With the Covid-19 social distancing government directives, Zaria facilitated the move of half of
the residential children to another family-owned safe house in order to protect their well-being.
Regardless of the bumpy seasons, Zaria is determined to see the cause flourish. Her affirmative words as we spoke were, “Being a woman in leadership has been challenging. However, I
am determined to rise above all the odds & show that Muslim women can not only lead, but
lead others in a dignified manner”. To hold the belief that Islamic women are always in a
‘need-to-be-rescued’ state distorts our perception of viewing them rightfully as active contributors to the Philanthropy space.
Her journey provokes us to move away from tokenism to sustainable engagement that works
beyond feel-good actions that pacify our conscience. Dream with me a while: what if you and I,
like Zaria dared to trail blaze African Philanthropic initiatives during a tough economic time?
What if, together, we work to support Muslim women break through the limiting beliefs
cultivated by society? What if as citizens aware of the needs of those around us zero in on the
action? These questions stare at us in the face amidst the Covid-19 pandemic & will continue
to nudge us post-pandemic.
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AFRICAN PHILANTHROPY: A FAMILY AFFAIR
By Hannah Siliya

I

grew up the Southern part of Africa, Zambia. Like many other Africans, I was raised in an
extended family. In our three-bedroom home, my grandmother, a schoolteacher, housed
uncles, aunties, and cousins from remote villages. When we were too many to occupy the
bedrooms, the living room floor was transformed into bed spaces. No one complained because
each person was educated, then sent into the city, the rotation continued until as many people,
or at least as many as grandmother could afford, graduated. Some became medical doctors,
others bankers, one a minister.
My grandmother, whom we call Agogo, is a fearless woman, many people in the house also
found her scary. She made us scamper out of bed every morning to the sound of rattling plates
and her feet loudly stomping on the concrete floor. Although we disliked this at the time, I’m now
grateful for the sense of discipline it instilled in all of us.
In early 1994 she founded a women’s group called WARUWDO (Waterfalls Rural Women
Development Organization), alongside 14 other members, taking the position of treasurer. The
Chair lady was Mrs. Idah Johnstone, while many of the other members were resilient, forward
thinking women. The aim of this group was to help the community women of the waterfalls area,
located in Chongwe district, become financially independent. At the time, this area did not have a
clinic, or any other quick access to healthcare, and many women lacked craft or farming skills.
In an attempt to resolve these problems, the WARUWDO women, congregated and thought of
reformative structures. They began with barely any money, but had creative skills and ideas in
abundance. The first initiative put in place was the creation of a “Village bank”, which would


serve as a source of funding for women who wanted to start a business, get farming resources, or simply survive. To implement this initiative, each member of WARUWDO started to
contribute a monthly membership fee of K40 (roughly $2.18 today), they gradually increased
from 15 to 25 members.
Another strategy used was contribution parties. Here the WARUDO women made their best
dishes, wore their best hats, and sold tickets to people within the community. WARUDO
became a safe avenue for women to voice their economic and domestic problems, while
finding solutions, and sometimes even learning something new.
A few years later, Waterfalls Area Warudo Clinic was built. With the aid of a 90-year-old
Catholic woman, who found great interest in the WARUDO vision, medicine was supplied from
the government, and a nurse and matron were employed. Unfortunately, WARUDO clinic has
not been able to expand to a maternity ward and remains an under- equipped facility, till date
but at the time it was an exciting start.
I witnessed Agogo make giving a lifestyle, she made it look like that was what we were born to
do. Helping people reach their full potential was a responsibility, from the packed boxes of my
favorite dresses passed on to relatives to the benches in our church, and humane public
service acts, she has never ceased to give.
Several years later, I find myself taking over the philanthropy baton.
In July 2017, I started a bespoke accessory business called Afridote, which has become an
individual effort to promote female entrepreneurship. Afridote has since sold at least 300 bags
to individuals in local events, and boutiques within Zambia. This business started in Agogo’s
living room, with the help of a house helper, Fostina, and her daughter Yvonne, who were my
first employees. We have grown into an online family that believes in the significance of skillful
female entrepreneurs.
Afridote began solely as a personal business venture. However, a few months after its launch
the lack of creative business skill among young women in my community became highly
apparent. So, aside from outsourcing labor, my team and I decided to teach marketing, design
and planning principals, to select local women in the community, through both online and
in-person free sessions. We also work closely with individuals, and negotiate with institutions
on how to provide learning material or required design equipment for these women.
In the future I aim to have new ways to deliver a more structured, in depth program that meets
the learning criteria of each woman. Also, we would love to provide a larger certified learning
center and digital hub in order to accommodate more women and change our current informal
selective process.
My grandmother taught me, and many others that giving is an inherent gift that we possess. I
am because she is. Bhekinkosi Moyo, once wrote, “philanthropy is not popular with the people
in the African continent.” He did not mean that the actions are not popular, but rather the word
itself is alien to many Africans, and the ideology that giving is for the western or wealthy has


plagued the continent. I am convinced that many of us are philanthropists without even
knowing. Generosity and humane acts of love reflect in our cultural theories such as Ubuntu,
and our family traditions.
We must rewrite the narrative of Philanthropy in Africa and encourage the inclusive form of
giving practiced by Africans since ancient times, for key social reform and the progression of
the continent.
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GAME CHANGERS IN THE PHILANTHROPY
SPACE; BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY &
CRYPTOCURRENCIES.
By Karen Kilwake

M

eet Nasimiyu, a twenty-one-year-old Kenyan girl studying at a University in Gisenyi,
Rwanda. It is 2:00 a.m. After a long week of study, she decides to feed her craving
for ice cream placing an order off her favorite fast food joint. In the ten minutes it
takes for it to be ready to collect, she logs on to her BitLipa App, pays her rent, sends her little
sister pocket money & renews her internet subscription. Immediately after, she goes to her
school portal & casts her vote in the student association elections.
During her free time, Nasimiyu volunteers in the partnerships & fundraising department at a
home for the elderly in Goma, DRC. In the 3 minutes remaining, she counterchecks the
donations received within the week through her BitLipa App so that she combines her trip to
the fast-food joint to the bank to convert some of it to fiat. She approaches the fast-food joint &
realizes she forgot her purse. Her worry is put to rest because she met with a neon green sign
flashing, ‘Cryptocurrencies accepted here’. Her digital wallet on her phone is all she needs.
The year is 2030.
How would blockchain work?
Blockchain enthusiast, Zenny Litaba gave a simple definition, ‘the technology that allows
peer-to-peer transactions of assets over the internet’. It is essentially a distributed ledger or
database chain of transactions that is owned and maintained by all users of the system. It is
not privately owned or operated by anyone.



In light of that, vision 2030 presents a promise of unmatched efficiency and limitless possibilities of what mainstreaming breakthrough technologies can do. From Information Communication Technilogy infrastructure, economic structure, political atmosphere as well as the social
space. This explains why our imaginary Nasimiyu can navigate with great ease. She is
guaranteed high-speed connectivity & effortlessness access to information. The organization
she works for receives daily donations. Why? The economic structures are set to ensure
financial & mone- tary prosperity. As such, philanthropists have much more platforms? to give.
Grantmakers are able to track the projects as well as get ‘proof of impact’ and goals realized in
real-time. Due diligence & reporting costs are taken care of by the nature of this transparent,
decentralized, immutable system. Blockchain technology has finally put the minds of innocent
change-mak- ers and community leaders at ease. The institutional trust crisis has been
solved.
Nasimiyu can afford to go out anytime in a 24-hour economy where there is safety due to
political stability. Voter systems are online eliminating election disputes. The transport rails
allow her a fast commute to Congo DRC while studying in Rwanda. These advancements
guarantee her education anywhere in Africa since there is regional integration. She has no
anxiety for any form of remittances since Africa has adopted the BitLipa App, a ground-breaking payment gateway that allows her to send & receive money from anywhere in the world for
free with cash out points even in the rural areas.
Is Africa sufficiently prepared?
Speaking on market penetration, Charles, BitLipa’s brand strategist says that the adoption into
the grassroots is largely dependent on the technological literacy and technical skills of the
users. ‘The penetration of knowledge & skill is still below targets’, he exclaims. This can also
be tied to a talent deficit especially for grant-making organizations that need private blockchain
networks.
Another factor that may curtail growth is the language barrier. Conversely, the BitLipa App
developers are making strides to have a translate button that facilitates widespread languages
spoken across Africa.
Lending weight to this vision, Apollo, CEO of BitLipa affirms that ‘Africa has the resources &
brains to compete globally. Many of the resources are underutilized. Solar, geothermal & wind
energy can be harnessed to be able to cater to the massive energy consumption needed for
the crypto-mining process. ‘He adds, ‘by doing this, philanthropists in the environmental space
will be able to endorse this technology as a sustainable move.’
The good news echoed by both Apollo & Charles is that ‘the current challenges facing these
emerging technologies are opportunities to leverage on’. Also, owing to the prior willingness
and acceptance to explore alternative technologies along with the enthusiasm of a youthful
population, Africa is the perfect breeding ground for blockchain fruition. Kenya, Sierra Leone,
South Africa & Nigeria are already leading the way in the world of distributed ledgers and
virtual currencies.


Will the social sector bite the bait?
Philanthropic activities have many times grabbed the headlines with scandals and much of the
public no longer viewing charities as the social impact drivers they once were. Statistically,
less than 40% of charity money reaches the intended beneficiary in Africa. Also, the use and
distribution of medicines and food by many NGOs is far from optimal.
Apollo’s passion is founded on creating peer-to-peer secure platforms that eliminate intermediaries in a continent said to be beset by institutionalized corruption. ’It is hard to predict the
longterm future of hard-to-fathom technologies’, he adds. Notwithstanding, by implementing
systems that depend on blockchain and cryptocurrencies for the completion of philanthropic
ventures, foreign aid, charity donations, disaster response, medicine & food distribution, Africa
will be able to mitigate the fees associated with international transfers, provide immediate
financial support to communities and for automated track & trace purposes.
Unanimity is growing such that Africa could feasibly consider full adoption of blockchain and
crypto across every industry, systematically; each identifying their areas of operation that can
benefit from deployment of certain elements of blockchain.
In the year 2020, Nasimiyu is 11 years old living amidst the Covid-19 pandemic that has
accelerated the demand for alternative technologies in a desperate bid to adapt. She is
counting on Apollo Eric, Charles Kijana, Gaseema Mwangi, Theophilus Mwangi & Clement
Ndege, all co-founders of the BitLipa App to ensure that the app is secure and user friendly.
Far beyond their call of duty, as industry leaders, she expects them to be at the forefront to
lobby for a concrete legislative framework for crypto & blockchain regulation for her to be
dexterous in 2030 & beyond.
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IN CONVERSATION WITH MAYOWA
ADEGBILE FROM THE ASHAKE
FOUNDATION.
By Karen Chalamilla

T

he Ashake Foundation was founded in 2013 with the aim to offer support to a
forgotten population group in Nigeria: widows. They have since made an impact in a
myriad of ways to about 2200 people in 14 different communities in Abuja. We sat
down with the founder, Mayowa Adegbile for an insight into the day-to-day running of the
Foundation, what she envisions for the future as well as how they have been affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Why did you start the Ashake foundation?
The decision was based on data. There are about 3.5 million widows in Nigeria. With the
COVID-19 pandemic, along with the horrible health care, it is estimated that we have
about 500 men dying at least every week. When most charities hear about widows, its
normal to visit them and give them food and do a photo-op, but its usually meager food
that cannot last even more than 2 days. And these women usually do not have stable
businesses and sometimes their children are not in school. I’ve had experience with a
widow whose husband had died about 16years earlier and she had an 18year old and
15year old, both had never been to school and one had a health issue. When we heard
about her, we took a food hamper, paid for the children’s school fees and helped her to
start a new business.



You talked about helping them with their businesses, how have you done that?
Through our business school. We have the Ashake foundation business school, where we invite
a select number of widows three times a year along with trainers to come and teach them basic
business management, financial and entrepreneurship skills.
And do the trainers volunteer to run these classes?
Yes its mostly volunteering, we would just give them a stipend. But most of them are willing to
join us in making an impact; “women empowering other women”. They recognize that these
women did not ask to become widows and poor. They usually want to help in developing these
women’s skills to run their small businesses so they can sustain themselves and send their
children to school. Another thing that we have also started to do is to teach widows how to make
school bags because it’s much cheaper than having to buy them. Through this they learn a new
skill that they can make money out of by selling the bags or training other widows on the craft.
Sustainability is so important to us so we source local material like ankara fabric and a little
leather. We try to make sure the material is re-used. It’s also a great way to promote our African
culture while reducing waste.
How do you raise funds to support your foundation’s work?
Successful fundraising requires trust. We are working with donations from close family and
friends as well as collaborating with other initiatives. Its very important for us to work with
likeminded people and exchange services from each other without needing payment. We have
not gotten a grant yet. Sometimes we struggle a lot with fundraising, which limits the kind of
work we can do. That’s the reason why we are working on our sustainability plan to figure out
other ways we can use to generate funds beyond fundraising.
Apart from fundraising, what are some of the other challenges you have encountered?
So because of our cultural and traditional beliefs, some people are kind of skeptical to engage
with things that have to do with widows, sometimes people show their bias. Also, there are not a
lot of people that advocate for widow’s support, let alone understand the loss that they go
through. The shock of losing a loved one along with property or finances is huge. And then,
trying to get people to buy into the vision of the Foundation and volunteer without thinking
“what’s in it for me?”
What do you envision for the future of the Ashake foundation?
For Ashake foundation we envision our own training schools where we can train other women on
proper business skills. There is also a need to promote the businesses we create as a way of
celebrating Nigerian culture. And, just that no widow should be seen as a beggar; the ultimate
agenda is “empower not pity” – at the end of the day our success factor is that no widow should
resort to begging, her voice should be heard and if need be she should have legal representation. Policy makers should take this into consideration as well; far too many women lose assets
and properties after their spouses die. We also envision trying to instill into people’s hearts the
importance of writing a will, which is always a big reason why these women don’t get anything.
Often times their husbands don’t write anything while they are alive.


Has the reception in communities where you have visited with the widows been
mostly positive?
Yes because the first thing we do before we go into any community is a needs assessment. I’ve found that the easiest way to get through to somebody is through their
stomach- it might sound cheeky but its true. Most people will tell you, you cannot come
to my door and claim you want to help me if you have not met my immediate needs. So
that’s what we do, meet their needs first to catch their attention. We identify and work
with community champions- people who live in the communities, who are well respected
and seen as role models or leaders. This way, we open the doors for talking about and
looking beyond immediate needs.
How has the COVID-19 pandemic affected how you run the foundation?
Most of our staff are volunteers so they have not been able to work offline because of
the pandemic. We have had to maximize the use of technology, so we could operate
online and use social media more, which has helped us focus on advocacy. We have
also had to change our calendar for the year and the scope of work so as to match our
beneficiaries’ needs during the pandemic. We have also been forced to think about more
sustainable ways to raise funds as the effort has greatly slowed down right now. In the
mean time, we have learnt to work with a smaller budget in making higher impact. And
we’ve done this by interacting more with stakeholders for enhanced collaboration. We
are beginning to adjust to the new norm, but its still a process for us.
The Ashake Foundation can be found on Facebook at “The Ashake Foundation” and
Twitter at @AshakeFDN
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WHAT WORKS FOR THE POOREST WILL
WORK FOR EVERYONE-PPHPZ
By Tarisa Jangara

P

eople’s Process on Housing and Poverty in Zambia (PPHPZ), a local civil society
organisation, established in 2005 has been supporting the work of a grassroots
movement of the urban poor called Zambia Homeless and Poor People’s Federa- tion.
The movement is a conglomerate of urban poor families that have come together to champion
their own development agenda through collective community led approaches. PPHPZ
supports poor urban and peri-urban communities in Zambia to address the challenges of
poverty and homelessness by finding sustainable solutions through community-driven
initiatives. PPHPZ is amongst the few organisations in Zambia supporting these issues
holistically. It provides technical support, mobilises resources and links Federation to government and other organisations so that poor people are placed at the centre of development.
In this interview, PPHPZ Country Coordinator, Nelson Ncube speaks about their approach,
which puts the poor at the centre of development. His emphasis is that, “What works for the
poorest will work for everyone”.
“What works for the poor, works for everyone?” May you please unpack this statement
in relation to your work in Zambia?
At the core of the approach is the belief that what works (in terms of poverty reduction) for the
poorest and most disadvantaged will work for others in need or in society, but the reverse is
not true. It is not possible, therefore, to develop solutions for the rich and the elites and then
try to translate them into practice. To put it much simpler, if we make bread affordable for the
poorest of the poor, bread will be affordable to everyone in Zambia. Solutions that work for the
disadvantaged will not disadvantage or discriminate those who can afford alternatives,

 

however what works for the rich will not work for the poor. In this regard, PPHPZ has
particularly chosen to work with grassroots women and men but focusing more on
women, as they are traditionally under-represented in many communities in Zambia. This
has been one of several reasons that has led PPHPZ to focus on water and sanitation,
housing and livelihoods priorities for women because of their gendered role within culture
and society.
How have you made it possible for “poor” families to champion their development
agenda?
PPHPZ has worked in long-term partnership with formations and aggregates of women
led savings scheme starting with just two savings schemes in Livingstone up to over 500
savings schemes across the country in 2020. Since 2005, PPHPZ has been supporting
the consolidation, strengthening and deepening the formation and capacitation of
savings schemes across all ten provinces in Zambia. The support by PPHPZ has
enabled the Federation to work together to address challenges of urban poverty and to
develop and scale-up activities.
To increase incomes levels amongst the poor requires the establishment and the knitting
together of strong empowered women’s led local savings groups able to negotiate and
engage for resource distribution within their settlements, districts, towns and cities to
improve their production levels, marketing skills and other technical skills.
PPHPZ has been involved in Federation building since its inception. It has developed
tried and tested mechanisms for the mobilisation, organisation and empowerment of the
rural and urban poor. A non-negotiable pre-condition for the success of the federation
model is the intensification of this process of mobilisation, organisation and empowerment. All Federations in the federation network are collectives of slum-dweller women
and rural women whose central activity is the operation of savings and credit schemes.
Whenever a Federation enters a community, be it in Lusaka or Shangombo or in
Chongwe, the first thing it does is form saving and credit groups. This is the most basic
and essential building block of the entire structure of the federation mobilisation strategy.
When a women’s savings collective in an area is strong, then the entire federation is
strong.
PPHPZ has in the past 15 years supported community-led training workshops around
land development and income-generation. These workshops enabled community
members to acquire specific skills, knowledge and/or experience to share their capabilities with others. PPHPZ also coordinated and continues to mobilise external technical
expertise, including that from other national Federations and other organisations in the
country and externally.
What are some of your notable successes?
PPHPZ has mobilised over 49,000 slum dweller households across Zambia to work
together to address rural and urban poverty. PPHPZ has facilitated negotiations between


the Federation and authorities to broaden their involvement in urban planning and
recognition as key stakeholders. It has piloted innovative and affordable housing and
sanitation models to improve access by the poor.
PPHPZ has led advocacy for pro-poor policies and practices which has enabled informal
settlement dwellers to achieve better living conditions. Results achieved include 20,000
households accessing land and securing tenure; 1500 households with new homes; and
over 10,000 households with livelihoods enhanced through income generation activities
and skills training.
PPHPZ has also influenced Government Policy on human settlements through its active
participation in policy formulation and legal reforms, including the recently launched
National Housing Policy, the draft National Land Policy and the National Urbanisation
Policy.
PPHPZ understands its main achievement as having facilitated the creation of a network
of informal settlement communities. To date we have helped in the formation of the
Zambia Homeless and Poor People’s Federation, consisting of 500 women’s savings
collectives and groups with a total membership of approximately 49 000, making it one of
the largest social movements in the country after the churches and the Congress of Trade
Unions. We have also supported the formation of informal settlements Networks (ISN) of
over 300 informal settlements across the ten provinces in the country.
How has the concept of savings groups benefited and changed the lives of the
poor in Zambia?
Community-managed savings and loan schemes play a significant role in poverty
reduction and community development. PPHPZ has spent a great deal of time and
financial resources to support the formation and consolidation of savings processes
amongst the poor resulting in the formation of the largest movement of community
managed savings under the auspices of the Zambia Homeless and Poor People’s
federation.
From our experience, community savings and loan schemes bring people together,
helping them learn how to develop and manage their own resource base. They also
reduce individual vulnerability by providing an immediate lending facility the poor can
access. They strengthen community processes so that other key issues can be
addressed – for instance, developing plans for housing, water, sanitation and negotiating
with external agencies for other resources outside their reach like land and intensive
capital infrastructure programmes.
We have also learnt that if savings groups are supported to learn from each other



(through community exchanges), networks develop, which creates stronger, larger
groupings of the urban and rural poor with a greater capacity to negotiate with other
external stakeholders like government and funders and develop a common pool fund. The
possibilities for collabora- tion with government increases greatly as these networks
demonstrate more effective ways of addressing among many other problems housing,
water and sanitation. Thus, community savings and loan schemes can reduce the poor’s
exclusion from formal political and financial systems by providing a bridge between these
and the informal systems from which most of the poor draw their living. They can also
become the means by which the rural and urban poor obtain good quality, well-located,
secure housing with basic services, without the need for large subsidies.
Key lessons from our 15 years of working with the grassroots are that community-managed savings and loan programmes are one of the most powerful tools to draw together
the many people and disparate groups that exist within poor communities. Because they
are controlled and operated by community people themselves, savings and loan
programmes build a community’s own resource base. People can develop themselves and
provide for their own needs, both individually and collectively, through the ongoing process
of regular, concrete decisions that are inherent in the collective management of a savings
and loan programme.
While savings and loan-related activities cannot solve all of the problems that the poor face
as such difficulties are caused by a multitude of factors, some of them structural. As true as
this is, our experience has taught us that the organization around savings and loans can
be an important beginning in helping communities deal with both structural issues and
other problems. Further, little by little they gain financial confidence, knowledge and
experience.
To date we have helped in the formation of the Zambia Homeless and Poor People’s
Federation, consisting of 500 Womens’ savings collectives and groups with a total membership of approximately 49 000, making it one of the largest social movements in the
country after the churches and the Congress of Trade Unions. We have also supported the
formation of informal settlements Networks (ISN) of over 300 informal settlements across
the ten provinces in the country.
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VILLAGE SAVINGS AND CREDIT GROUPS:
OBSERVATIONS ON CARE.
Karen Chalamilla.

T

hree pieces of research were performed in Ghana, Zambia and Tanzania on the
impact on village savings and credit groups on women’s livelihoods. Research was
done and the results predictably revealed that these groups and the income they
generated was transformative for the women involved. It afforded them and their immediate family’s basic needs and wants, and gave them agency to pursue their own personal
endeavours. In patriarchal societies were breadwinning plays an essential role in wielding
authority, women making a portion of their household’s income also strengthens their
abilities to make decisions in their households and inadvertently, their communities too.
And sometimes, it goes beyond making decisions; in the cases where women would
become victim to domestic abuse if they did not bring home money, these saving and
credit groups become lifesaving.
Whilst the figures are undoubtedly enthusing, it is in the personal anecdotes where the
true gems lie. These women have not just transformed their own lives with the extra
income, but have also started ventures that involve the community at large. There is the
creation of employment: for instance, Mercy from Ghana sustains a farm that grows cash
crops. This farm now provides income to twenty (20) other employees. There is also the
offering of essential services: Zambian native Alice Phiri started a community school with
her savings that to date supports four hundred and fifty six (456) learners, including adults.
Perhaps the most gushing revelation from the analysis of research findings and specifical-

 

ly the personal stories is the level of care that goes into sustaining these savings and
credit groups. The operational process is not digitized; most women’s groups in rural areas
still use a saving’s box with a key and lock to store their contributions, and bookkeeping as
well as calculations for interest are done manually. Thus there is certain amount of trust
afforded, and simultaneously the care for the livelihoods of other women keeps everyone
accountable and fuels this trust.
On another level, eventually the groups foster a comradery; the feeling of mutuality that
since we are all in this together, we might as well support each other beyond the monetary.
Hilda Kamana of Makeni in Lusaka talks about the monthly meetings turning into a safe
place where women can confide in each other and seek counsel. For some perhaps this is
thee only time they can speak up and openly share their feelings. This creation of a
sisterhood of sorts, that is seemingly a by-product of the informal banking and is important.
A sense of belonging is an essential part of human existence and these groups allow for
the fulfilment of that desire.
“For the first time I felt that I had a safe space where I could open my
heart without being judged. This really helped me lot”- Hilda Kamana
Additionally, Hilda mentions women having a separate social fund to continue the
long-lived African tradition of supporting each other during celebrations and hardships
alike. That the extended community is invited to contribute when someone has a wedding,
funeral, illness or any other emergency is not made a mere option, but a necessity with the
separate fund. In one of the personal stories, Theresa Mkwaba of Zambia reveals other
members of the savings and credit group she is a part of using some of the pooled funds
to clean her house and provide food for her and her kids when she suddenly became ill.
This practice says that regardless of individuals’ finances, commu- nal contributions to joy
or as a form of condolences should be a priority. It also says that sometimes care looks
like recognizing the importance of monetary support and ensuring you have prepared
ahead for it.
A lot of emphasis is often put on supplementary income as a source for improvement of
livelihoods, but these women’s personal stories frame it as the very source of a fulfilling
life. There is so much more to gain from being a member of these groups than the
provision of basic needs, and care is at the core of all the benefits.
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DAWN
By Eva G.
Mama until when will you hide?
In fear and self-sabotage,
Come see, a ray of sunshine!
The dawn we have long waited,
Don’t you want to be heard?
You must come out the shell,
Before the day is long gone.
They say never fear,
But only fear the fear,
Until when will you run?
Even so you run back and from,
I see you are drained.
Mama raise your voice,
Make a difference,
Tell them the beauty of our home,
More than the tales of the magazine,
When I was born, you sang,
A song, of a beautiful dawn,
Little by little I know I have grown,
For stories of Cinderella gown,
No longer a fascinating crown,
But they break me down.
You say we are free birds,
We have our own wings,
The sky loves our sounds,
But why don’t we fly?
To a place so high,
So, the universe may know,
The universe will bow,
To the beauty you have long bestowed.

 

Mama, see, the morning light,
Let’s rise, with grace and might,
Your voice is your armor in this fight,
Your children and future generations will delight,
In knowing you took a fight,
You are so strong and bright,
You set us free.
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YOUTH AND PHILANTHROPY: THE RISE
OF SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
By Gloria Nassary

I

In recent years social enterprise has become an increasingly popular business model
for youth in African countries. According to the 2019 Ibrahim Forum Report youth in
Africa make 60% of Africa’s population under the age of 25, making Africa the world’s
youngest continent. The increased engagement from youth in social entrepreneurship is
inspired partly by trying to adapt to overcome the unemployment crisis in their countries.
Social entrepreneurship is all about recognizing how to solve social problems by
employing entrepreneurial principles, processes and operations. A good example is the
Tanzanian based Maswa Chalk Factory in Simiyu. The founder, Kelvin Emerson,
realized that the school depended on the importation of chalk, which rendered the
teachers ineffective when supplies did not arrive on time and schools. There are
adverse implications when teachers are not able to teach including an increase in the
number of dropouts, pregnancies and early marriages of young girls. Maswa Chalk
Factory decided to start making chalk and selling them at a lower price than what would
be spent on importation. Therefore, Maswa Chalk Factory solved a number of problems:
the shortage of teaching materials, the rate of student drop outs in Simiyu dropped from
45% to 15%, and the factory itself provides employment to young people.
Social entrepreneurship is usually considered as just another form of entrepreneurship
without considering the impact that it has on the community. Due to minimal recognition,


most social enterprise markets and ecosystems remain in their infancy. It should be
recognized that social entrepreneurship is a different form of practice entrepreneurship that
informs philanthropy; hence it should be treated differently. Most of the youth who own
social enterprises find themselves burdened with taxes, a long process of registration and
hardship when trying to find financial resources to start their enterprises.
It is important for policymakers and key stakeholders to realize the potential and contribution that social enterprises have in addressing challenges in our African communities in a
philanthropic manner. Additionally, more research needs to be done to understand the
different forms of social entrepreneurship and find a way to define the ecosystem.
In the course to define social entrepreneurship and understanding the ecosystem in
Tanzania, Africa Philanthropy Network (APN) is running a program on Youth and Philanthropy in an effort to document the different models of philanthropic giving across the
continent. Social entrepreneurship can be viewed as a form of philanthropic giving especially when it addresses the concerns of our communities. At this juncture, we are identifying, recognizing, and profiling youth that are operating as social entrepreneurs in Tanzania.
APN is looking at how it can use social entrepreneurship to bring change in Africa socially,
culturally, and economically by using the untapped youth potential in the sector. Its mission
is to reclaim the power of what we know as giving practices and how they contribute to
uplifting the life of Africans. These conversations are going to carry on with many other
stakeholders to ensure that the government recognizes the contribution of social entrepreneurship and how they can support the ecosystem.
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